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Executive Summary
OUR VISION
Rutherglen will be regarded as a multi-layered Vibrant Wine Village destination with
the wine experience strongly supported by contemporary food experiences, nature
(walking, cycling and inland waterway activation) and dynamic and contemporary
arts & cultural events.
Rutherglen will be regarded as the Muscat Capital of the World with the wine
provenance of the region recognised by all visitors.
Innovative and creative experiences will motivate next generation audiences,
attracting new visitor markets to region.

OUR GOALS
•

•
•
•
•

•

Rutherglen and surrounds will be recognised as an outstanding and
innovative wine and food destination for extended stays with nature-based
tourism opportunities complimenting the world class epicurean experiences
that are linked to the provenance of the High Country
Target new markets that grow yield and extend stay while retaining and
leveraging the loyalty of existing markets
Growing the experiences on offer including events that will drive year-round
visitor economy underpinning continued investment
Diversify the experiences while capitalising on the gourmet provenance of
the land
Continue to grow the strong partnerships between industry, Indigo Shire,
Winemakers of Rutherglen, Destination Rutherglen and Tourism North East
positioning Rutherglen in the market as one of Australia’s leading wine
tourism destinations
Drive sustainable practices for tourism through implementing practical
community and industry-based actions.
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OUR GUIDING PRINCIPLES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sustainable communities
Partnerships
Life on the land
Accessibility
Adapt and adopt
Good decisions need good data
Industry innovation and infrastructure
Embracing responsible consumption and production
Climate action – we are on a journey to carbon neutral
Diversity, inclusion and reconciliation.

OUR STRATEGIC PRIORITIES
•
•
•
•
•

Growing visitation and yield, with a focus on overnight stays
Industry development
Create a modern and exciting visitor engagement program where
visitors are engaged every step of their journey
Investing in the future
Growing our experiences on offer.

PILLARS
PILLAR 1: Indulge in our Wine, Food and Beverage of provenance
PILLAR 2: Immerse yourself in nature and the inland waterways
PILLAR 3: Awaken your creative passions – become part of the emerging arts
and culture scenes
PILLAR 4: Connect – to our history, to our community and to our future.
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BRAND POSITIONS
Regional context
The brand and positioning for
Rutherglen aligns more strongly with
the revised regional High Country
brand. There is an increased
opportunity for Rutherglen’s own
brand to leverage and gain value from
selected alignment with the regional
brand and larger regional marketing
spend.

Brand Rutherglen
Rutherglen and surrounds will create
its own unique identity and brand
messaging, while not losing sight of
opportunities to leveraging suitably
aligned aspects of the strong regional
brand,
marketing
spend
and
positioning.

REGIONAL BRAND – VICTORIA’S HIGH COUNTRY
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DESTINATION BRAND – RUTHERGLEN AND SURROUNDS
AREAS OF REGIONAL ALIGNMENT
•
•
•

•
•
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This is a place far away from the everyday.
Where the mountains rise higher, the air is clearer, and the horizons stretch out in 360° opportunity.
The more you put in here, the more you’ll get out.
Whether it’s cycling new trails or trying alpine inspired craft ales.
Or braving the ghost of Ned Kelly and his despicable tall tales.
Re-thinking art perspectives on silos or galleries.
Trying wines of new kinds in rustic villages or world class valleys.
The opportunities to grow are as limitless as our horizons.
We are Victoria’s High Country.

This is a place far away from the everyday.
Where the air is clearer, and the landscape full of opportunity stretches out before you.
The more you put in here, the more you’ll get out.
o Whether it’s cycling new trails or walking besides the rivers and lakes
o Rethinking art perspectives on silos or galleries
o Trying wines of new kinds and old in rustic villages and world class wineries.
The opportunities to grow are as limitless as our horizons.
We are Rutherglen

iv
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Introduction

As part of the DMP development:
an Insights Report has been prepared that

This Rutherglen Destination Management Plan
(DMP) is for Rutherglen and surrounds including:
Wahgunyah, Norong, Gooramadda, and Brimin.
The DMP has a life span of 5 years (2022 – 2027).

•

The DMP sits within the existing strategic framework and the Indigo Destination
Game Changer Tourism Strategy 2023 and delivers destination specific tactical
plans and direction.

•

extensive consultation with industry and the community has occurred
including online Social Pinpoint engagement tools, workshops, one-on-one
discussions, drop-in sessions held in Rutherglen and Public Exhibition and
feedback review.

•

strategies have been developed to direct the sustainable growth of tourism
in the local area, and

•

an Implementation Action Plan 2022 – 2027 is included that provides specific,
tangible actions to deliver tactical and strategic outcomes for the destination.

Crucially, the DMP does not stand in isolation:
•

The DMP brings destination management efforts into strategic alignment
with regional and state direction

•

The DMP positions Rutherglen to achieve maximum value and leverage from
regional and state initiatives

•

The DMP aligns Rutherglen’s tourism stakeholders and supports cohesive
messaging to motivate growth and habitual audiences

•

The DMP strengthens collaboration and effectiveness through actions

•

The DMP supports the development of a clearly unique Rutherglen,
strategically aligned for optimal benefit from state and regional investment.

Tourism is a key economic driver for Rutherglen and surrounds, generating jobs
and contributing to vibrant and liveable communities. This plan makes
recommendations that respond to current and forecast trends, providing
flexibility and identifying investment drivers to deliver the greatest benefits for
the community and the regional visitor economy.

o

reviews the existing tourism environment,

o

articulates the current visitor markets, the area’s competitive
advantages and lead products and experiences,

o

an overview of current marketing, and

o

a review of how tourism management is undertaken

The focus of the DMP is:
•

Advancing the Indigo Destination Game Changer 2023 Tourism Strategy
actions to further reduce fragmentation of industry structure, digital assets
and destination brand

•

Clarifying and aligning the roles of Council, Winemakers of Rutherglen and
of Destination Rutherglen within the tourism and destination management
structure

•

Leveraging the partnership with Tourism North East

•

Defining the role that the Visitor Information Centre /Rutherglen Wine
Experience will play in the visitor economy and industry services

•

Providing positioning and marketing guidance for the destination.

Provide the key reference and direction for the development of a tactical annual
Rutherglen Tourism Action Plan.
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Where are we now?
The Region
Indigo Shire is in the North East of Victoria just south of Albury Wodonga. The
Shire is located approximately three hours’ drive from Melbourne. Indigo Shire
Council has identified four key tourism destinations in the Indigo Destination
Game Changer 2023 – Tourism Strategy: Beechworth, Yackandandah, Rutherglen
and Chiltern areas. This DMP is for the Rutherglen and surrounds area which
recorded an increase in both day visitors and overnight visitation from 2017 to
2019 with overnight visitors accounting for approximately 20% of total visitation.
Strategically Rutherglen is a mature destination. Substantial private investment
over many decades has created a strong foundation, ‘good bones’. For ‘Future
State Rutherglen’ a vibrant and sustainable community supported by a robust
visitor economy, further Government and private sector investment will deliver
invigorated layers of experiences and product. With accompanying clarity of brand
and cohesive marketing, there is significant growth opportunity from lucrative
overnight visitation.

visibility. Muscat of Rutherglen is a brand that is registered and recognises one of
the strengths of the industry.
Given the learnings of 2020-2022 and COVID pandemic impacts upon travel and
tourism, this DMP inspires greater flexibility in how regional priorities are fulfilled
when faced with substantive changes in market and industry contexts.
Figure 1.

As identified within the Game Changer Strategy, Indigo Shire is comprised of four
distinctly different major tourism destination towns: Beechworth, Rutherglen,
Yackandandah, and Chiltern. The Rutherglen area includes Rutherglen, Wahgunyah,
Brimin, Gooramadda, and Norong.

In the context of Indigo’s four destinations, Rutherglen has an opportunity to
substantially lift visitation and its share of Indigo and regional visitation. Reduction
of fragmented effort is identified as a key action to achieve the visitor economy
growth potential.
In the regional context of Victoria’s High Country, Rutherglen is seen as an area of
strategic significance and growth.
The main tourism products in the Rutherglen area are primarily wineries and local
food produce and hospitality with cycling, walks, nature and arts and culture as
supporting products. It is home to some of Australia’s most iconic wines – a region
of boutique, family-run estates renowned for their bold wines including big rich
Shiraz and Durif red wines, white wines of character and world-leading fortified
styles. Innovative wine products from new generation winemakers is also gaining
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Rutherglen Area

Figure 2.

Rutherglen areas

Rutherglen is a significant township in the Indigo Shire, alongside Beechworth,
Yackandandah, and Chiltern. It is located 298 km by road from Melbourne in
Victoria’s High Country (approximately a 3 ½ hour drive). Close to the Murray
River and border of New South Wales and Victoria, the town is also easily
accessible by road from the population centres of Albury-Wodonga (45 km),
Wagga Wagga (172 km) and Canberra (380 km). The nearest airport is in Albury
and V-Line operate multiple services from Melbourne with coach transfers to
Rutherglen available from Wangaratta. Nearby Chiltern has an operating
station.
Rutherglen Area is the home to one of Victoria’s premier wine regions and some
of the oldest wineries in Australia with over 150 years of winemaking heritage.
There are approximately 22 cellar doors, all of which are within an easy 15minute drive from the town centre. There is a long tradition of family-owned
wineries, and it is known for its world-famous fortified wines including Muscat,
as well as table wines including Durif and Shiraz. The opportunity for a wide
variety of outdoor recreational activities in the natural environment and a rich
Victorian Gold Rush heritage also attract visitors to the region. 1
With Rutherglen marketed as a vibrant wine village, it has clear brand
positioning, with a focus on wine tourism. The region has well developed
wineries that have a strong brand presence and a number of popular wedding
venues which drive a substantial number of visitors to the region on weekends.
An issue facing Rutherglen Wine Region is it competes with the rapidly growing
wine regions in Victoria, many of which are very close to Melbourne such as the
Yarra Valley, Mornington Peninsula and Bellarine Peninsula.

Source: Indigo Destination Game Changer 2023 Tourism Strategy

This DMP provides the Rutherglen Area with a plan by which it can grow
products and experiences and brand presence. This can be achieved by
investment in product complementary to wine such as nature and active cycling
(aligned with the Tourism North East brand pillars) and contemporary events.2

1

Report: Proposed Rutherglen Wine Walk Cycle Trail Business Case June 2020
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Tourism Industry
The current destination management stakeholders in the Rutherglen area as they
relate to the visitor economy are:
•

•

Indigo Shire Council: The Council’s role in tourism is to develop and
implement the strategies that will see the region reach its greatest tourism
potential, including destination marketing, product and industry development,
visitor servicing, event support and digital excellence. Council runs the Visitor
Information Centre. The Council partners with a range of other organisations
in the tourism sector.
Winemakers of Rutherglen (WoR): is a representative body and collective of
18 wineries from the region. WoR are co-owners of the building that houses
the Visitor Information Centre and are responsible for marketing wine tourism,
delivering two significant wine and food events, as well as non-tourism wine
industry functions.

•

Destination Rutherglen (DR): Is a local tourism association. In 2021 DR
revised its focus to support visitation growth through the delivery of two events
per year.

•

Main Street Traders (MST): Is a collection of businesses from the Rutherglen
main street that advocate for improved placemaking, investment and industry
development.

Local Progress Associations: There are a number of active local associations
including, but not limited to; the Wahgunyah Progress Association (WPA), aRTS
Rutherglen, Rutherglen Lions, Rutherglen Rotary, APEX Rutherglen and Rutherglen
Historical Society. Each have specific areas of interest and intersect with Destination
Management through events, marketing, advocacy for investment and initiatives
that benefit community and economy.
•

Tourism North East (TNE): TNE is the Regional Tourism Board for the northeast of Victoria; the tourism region known as Victoria’s High Country (VHC).
TNE has 10 Regional Tourism Partners, including seven shires – Alpine, Towong,
Indigo, Wangaratta, Benalla, Mansfield, Murrindindi – and the three major
alpine resorts of Falls Creek, Mt Buller and Mt Hotham. It is one of eleven
regional tourism boards established at the directive of Visit Victoria (Melbourne
is a twelfth region but is without a Regional Tourism Board).
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•

TNE’s scope includes regional marketing (a core role is to deliver campaigns
targeting key markets in Melbourne), product and industry development,
strategy, advocacy, digital excellence and delivering visitor economy growth
and value to its Regional Tourism Partners (including Indigo/Rutherglen).

•

Visit Victoria (VV): VV is the State Tourism Organisation with a focus on
Interstate marketing campaigns that drive awareness and visitation to
Melbourne and the 12 regions of Victoria (including Melbourne). VV also
markets the state Internationally. During the COVID pandemic and at other
times, VV has also focused on Intrastate travel promotion.

Federation Council: The Council’s role is to develop and implement the strategies
that will see Federation Shire reach its greatest tourism potential under their North
of the Murray brand. In the context of the Rutherglen Area, Corowa and
Yarrawonga are supply-side support to the Rutherglen Area with supplementary
accommodation and product including Golf Clubs and distilling and food
experiences as well as the developing Murray River Adventure Trail sections.
Corowa and Yarrawonga also represent some demand-side value to Rutherglen
with visitors to those townships seeking wine region, Rutherglen township and
food producer experiences.
Industry / Operators: Individual businesses invest in product development,
business development, marketing, digital excellence and events – as single
businesses and in collaboration with each other and other Destination
Management stakeholder organisations.

Alignment of effort, investment and direction is critical for the
Destination Management stakeholders if they are to achieve
optimal outcomes and sustainable growth of the Visitor
Economy. Marketing is a critical area of alignment, where
collaboration and cohesion drive results. Continued reduction of
fragmentation of brand, marketing and online presence are
important areas of focus for this DMP.

5
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Product Profile
The Region
Indigo Shire, with its four key destinations, is a vibrant part of Victoria’s North
East. Indigo’s capture of visitation to Victoria’s High Country region has room to
improve, however there is much potential for growth across food and wine,
brewing and distilling, arts & culture, nature based (walking) and cycle tourism.
The Victorian Gold Rush towns of Indigo Shire provide a high amenity backdrop
for tourism. Beechworth and Rutherglen have long been domestic destinations.
Product gaps and opportunities include:
•

Cycle tourism – delivery of trail infrastructure

•

Arts & Culture – delivering contemporary and motivational art and cultural
experiences and events

•

Nature based tourism – including improvement to short walks and access to
the Murray River and other inland waterways

•

Food, wine, craft beer tourism and distilling– attracting new operators in
destination food and drink tourism and additional investment in existing
product, with an emphasis on agri / sustainable innovation,

•

Accommodation – attracting investment in new motivational
accommodation including self-contained, nature based and eco
accommodation, caravan park on brand development and investment as
well as reinvestment in the existing accommodation offer.3

Rutherglen
Rutherglen is one of Victoria’s recognised wine regions with an exceptionally
strong winery product offer. This includes 22 wineries and vineyards in the
Rutherglen Wine Region including well-established large wineries. However,
wineries in the region vary greatly in their ancillary product offer, with a number
successfully developing experiences such as a restaurant/café, tours, markets,
farm produce, regional produce, accommodation, and cooking classes.
Cellar door clubs are an important distribution channel for many wineries, with
wine tourism, Cellar Door visitation and additional front of house experiences,
providing the essential recruitment platform.
The current offer for visitors to Rutherglen centres around the following themes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3

Wineries/cellar doors
Local food, beverages and produce
Town centre retail and hospitality
Murray to Mountains Rail Trail
Road cycling routes
Rutherglen Pedal to Produce trail
Outdoor recreation (walking, golf, gravel and other cycling, caravan and
camping, birdwatching)
Heritage and history (walks, trails, museums, wineries)
Arts Rutherglen sculpture trail
Festivals, events and markets in Rutherglen and surrounding towns/villages.
Water sports and fishing on the Murray River, Lake Moodemere and Lake
Mulwala
Chiltern, Beechworth, Yarrawonga, Yackandandah

Indigo Destination Game Changer 2023 Tourism Strategy
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Overarching Strategic Considerations
Figure 3.

Rutherglen Product / Experience Profile

undercurrent of innovative and creative experiences to motivate next generation
audiences, including dynamic and contemporary events that will attract new visitor
markets to explore the region and strengthening of links to the region’s natural
assets.4
2022 considerations – this remains relevant and no change is proposed.

Accommodation
Rutherglen and surrounds have a variety of accommodation options ranging from
caravan and camping, holiday parks, bed and breakfasts, self-contained cottages,
motels, golf resorts and boutique rooms.
In terms of the share economy, AIRDNA Market Minder shows 47 active rentals for
Rutherglen, with 89% of these being entire homes and 11% being private rooms.5
FOOD, WINE, BREWING,
DISTILLING, NATURE/WATER,
WALKS, CYCLE, ARTS & CULTURE

Source: Indigo Destination Game Changer 2023 Tourism Strategy

Whilst there are over 180 existing accommodation properties across Indigo Shire,
the product offering lacks a critical mass of on-trend, motivating options appealing
to contemporary travellers. The product and experience offer of current
accommodation requires review and reinvestment, as well as the development of
contemporary and unique accommodation product that showcases regional
strengths, such as the recent glamping accommodation development at Cofield’s
Winery in Rutherglen and the Basque units in Rutherglen.6
2022 considerations – glamping at Cofield’s has closed and one motel in
Rutherglen has been repurposed, but considerable investment in on trend
accommodation has occurred since, including the Basque Stays villas, the
Rutherglen Convent, Mt Ophir and the recent sale of the Victoria Hotel to owners
with plans to upgrade accommodation.

2022 Considerations – no change to the key focus or foundation
products/experiences. Essential Products/Experiences extended offering.

Vision (Indigo Game Changer Tourism Strategy 2023)
Rutherglen will be regarded as the Muscat capital of the world with the wine
provenance of the region recognised by all visitors. This will be supported by an
4

Indigo Destination Game Changer 2023 Tourism Strategy

5

Results correct on www.airdna.co for Rutherglen as at 16 June 2021
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Visitor information
Rutherglen Wine Experience and Visitor Information Centre is located at 57 Main
Street, Rutherglen, VIC, 3685. Corowa Visitor Information Centre is located across
the border at Corowa Civic Centre, 100 Edward Street, Corowa, NSW, 2646 (only
14.3 km or 15 minutes by road).
The Rutherglen Wine Experience and Visitor Information Centre is run and
managed by Indigo Shire Council. The building is co-owned with Winemakers of
Rutherglen. Currently there are no sales or tastings of wine at the centre at this
time.
Other Indigo Shire visitor information centres are located in Beechworth, Chiltern,
and Yackandandah.
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Destination Performance
The Rutherglen Area is the second most visited of Indigo’s four destination
areas. Beechworth attracts close to 50% of all Indigo visitation. Rutherglen
attracts approximately 25% of Indigo visitation.
Strong growth of visitation across Indigo, pre-pandemic, is reflected in
Rutherglen, however the share of visitation remains low for a destination with
Rutherglen’s maturity and wine offering. Rutherglen is considered the
destination with the most significant tourism growth potential in the next 5
years.7
Table 1.

YEAR
DEC

END

NUMBER
VISITORS

OF

TOTAL

%
INCREASE
PREVIOUS YEAR

2017

181,000

---

2018

230,000

27.1%

2019

260,000

13%

2020

105,000

-59.6%

Table 2.

YEAR
DEC

7

Total Visitation to Rutherglen

ON

Table 3.

YEAR
DEC

Day Visits to Rutherglen

END

NUMBER
VISITORS

OF

DAYTRIP

%
INCREASE
PREVIOUS YEAR

2017

129,000

---

2018

173,000

34.1%

2019

195,000

12.7%

2020

64,000

-67.2%

It is worth noting the Indigo Shire Annual PAVE Review YE December 2019
states that ‘as identified in the Game Changer Strategy, the large number of
day-trippers compared to overnight visitors is highly unusual for a regional
Victorian location that is more than three hours’ drive from Melbourne, and is
likely due to the combined low supply of visitor accommodation and proximity
to large regional centres in the North East of Victoria and Southern NSW such
as Wangaratta, Albury Wodonga and Wagga Wagga’.

Overnight Visitation to Rutherglen

END

NUMBER
VISITORS

OF

OVERNIGHT

%
INCREASE
PREVIOUS YEAR

2017

52,000

---

2018

57,000

9.6%

2019

65,000

14%

2020

41,000

-36.9%

ON

Indigo Shire Annual PAVE Review YE December 2020(Indigo Shire Council)
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Strategic Setting
State Level
At a state level, several important pieces of reform and brand work are currently
underway at the time of producing this DMP.
Firstly, the Master Brand framework is nearing completion. Prepared under Visit
Victoria’s state marketing organisation role, the master brand provides for strong
connections to Rutherglen and surrounds.
The Victorian Brand will provide for ‘Enriching Every Moment.’ In regional Victoria,
it is expressed as Natural Enrichment: Heighten your senses through an exploration
of Victoria’s many inspiring and textured regions.
The brand pillars draw from the experience pillars at a state level and embody the
concept of enriching every moment. They encapsulate what Victoria offers on a
holiday:
Nature at your fingertips.
With diverse ecosystems and captivating experiences around every corner, we
ensure you get more from the time you spend.
Passion for quality.
In Victoria you will meet creative owners and innovative operators who never stop
in demonstrating a deep passion for delivering at a surprisingly high standard of
excellence.

Importantly for this DMP, the State-wide experience pillars are:
Nature – One of the best ways to see Victoria is in the open air - breath-taking
scenery and diverse natural environments within close proximity.
Epicurean - More than just eating and drinking, epicurean experiences are
dedicated to the enjoyment of sensual experiences and luxurious tastes around fine
food and drink
Arts and Culture - From theatre shows and live music to comedy clubs, museums,
galleries and festivals, Victoria and its regions truly are a ‘state of the arts’.
First Peoples - A living history that reaches back more than 60,000 years
showcasing spiritual beliefs, unique traditions, journeys, stories, food, culturally
significant meeting places and renowned art and original crafts. Experiences that
can be life changing and offer a real connection to people and place
Design Fashion and Retail - Let your journey of the state take in department stores
and shopping centres, arcades and laneways, creators and makers, and the stores
of Victorian designers.
Sports and Events - Victorians know how to have fun. Pick any night of the week
and enjoy a diverse range of entertainment options on offer – from live music and
festivals to films and major sporting events. With a broadly diverse range of
boutique and major convention and meeting facilities across the state, Victoria can
help you host any business event within easy reach of the city and airport.

A storied culture.
Victoria is Australia’s capital of culture. No matter where you go, you will become
immersed in rich tapestry of stories and an intriguing array of ancient and cuttingedge culture.
A healthy brand means a positive and active presence in the minds of our markets,
enabling a sense of quality and value for money to be established, which can yield
significant returns in visitor decision making and spend.
The Victorian Regional Tourism Review and the Victorian Visitor Economy Recovery
and Reform Plan (VERRP) have also recently been completed and are in the process
of being implemented.
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KEY TAKE OUTS:
Rutherglen connects strongly to the State Master Brand with an
emphasis on the connections of People, Product and Place.
Visitors experience the deep connection our people have with the
produce and products they create; and our products, in turn, have
connection to our place, our landscapes, our earth, our climate, our
communities and our stories.

11

Regional Level
Tourism North East (TNE) is the official Regional Tourism Board for Victoria’s High
Country tourism region. TNE has several strategic documents that guide the
delivery of tourism marketing, product development and industry development
activities in region. While reaching the end of its stated life span, the High Country
DMP 2013 to 2021 provides direction. High Country strategy for 2022 and beyond
is under development.
The High Country Brand Playbook8 provides the regional Masterbrand and brand
pillars for the entire region. This new High Country masterbrand was developed
with considerable Rutherglen input, seeking a stronger value and connection to the
new brand work for the Rutherglen Area.
It is important to note that Rutherglen’s own ongoing brand development is critical,
but significant benefit and opportunity is derived from areas of alignment with
State and Regional masterbrands.
Rutherglen and Surrounds fits well within the High Country masterbrand pyramid
and alignment with the DMP is seen as fundamental. The Brand Pyramid is shown
below.
KEY TAKE OUTS:
Rutherglen has struggled to connect to High Country branding prior to
the new Masterbrand (2021) development. There is a considerable
opportunity for Rutherglen to gain significant value from alignment
with applicable aspects of the regional Masterbrand, that reflects the
richness of Rutherglen’s ‘brand DNA’ and the connections of People,
Product and Place.

8
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Figure 4.

High Country Brand Pyramid

Source – Victoria’s High Country – Brand Playbook. Tourism North East
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REGIONAL MASTER BRAND ALIGNMENT
Essence:
•
•
•
•

•
•

Inspiration, passion, curious. Independent, personal growth (learning from
local experiences), the natural environment. We are creative and inventive.
We go above a beyond the everyday (our visitors everyday). Or
experiences are enriching and rewarding and invigorating.
Natural, independent, creative, local community and craftspeople.
Picturesque villages, verdant farmland, wine region with world-class
wineries, Eating and dining, culturally rich, rural towns, creative and
progressive craftspeople.
Cycling, walking, food and drink, arts & culture.
People, Product and Place!

Visitor Servicing Future State
TNE has also undertaken research that is significant at a regional and state level.
Foremost is the work undertaken on visitor servicing.
In summary, the work seeks to redefine the visitor engagement model through
four key planks:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Digital online curated and coordinated information aligned to target
markets and the trip cycle
Every business and touch point for a consumer being an opportunity to
create strong positive memories
Signs and on-site product information that deliver information in a
modern way, and
Visitor centres providing a centre piece for community, industry and the
visitor to interact.

This work will underpin many of the actions in this plan aligned to visitor servicing
and is simplified further in the DMP as:
•
•
•
•

Online
On the ground (signage)
In business
In Visitor Information Centres

Local Level
Rutherglen and surrounds sit within the Indigo Shire. The Shire has commissioned
several important plans and strategies that guide this DMP strategically and
inform the tactics this plan offers.
The Indigo Destination Game Changer 2023 Tourism Strategy9 provides the
following vision for Rutherglen:
Rutherglen will be regarded as the Muscat Capital of the World with the wine
provenance of the region recognised by all visitors. This will be supported by an
undercurrent of innovative and creative experiences to motivate next generation
audiences, including dynamic and contemporary events that attract new visitor
markets to explore the region and strengthening the links to the region’s natural
assets.
The strategy outlines the challenges and opportunities for Rutherglen (some of
which have been included on the relevant section in this plan), outlines the
markets and the partnerships required and lists a number of projects required to
help Rutherglen achieve the vision set. Projects that are deemed appropriate and
align with the intent of this DMP and that are incomplete have been included and,
in some cases, expanded upon in this plan in following sections.

Other important strategic documents and policies include:

9

Indigo Destination Game Changer 2023 Tourism Strategy. Indigo Shire Council
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Economic Development Strategy - Strategy 2: Grow the visitor economy:
Increase visitors to 1.1m by 2023
Increase in overnight visitor proportion to 40% by 2023
Visitor economy output to $130m and tourism jobs will grow to 650 by 2023
The Economic Development Strategy works in partnership with Council’s
Tourism Strategy – Indigo Destination Game Changer. These two
documents share a single objective to grow Indigo Shire’s economy. While
the Tourism Strategy considers tourism development, industry
development, marketing and visitor servicing, the two key areas where the
Economic Development Strategy and Tourism Strategy align are:
o Maintaining strong and vibrant town centres
o Investment attraction
Rutherglen
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Capitalise on wine tourism, nature activation including cycle, waterways and
food/craft beer, and activate supporting accommodation and retail sectors
Rutherglen Economic Revitalisation Project
Heavy Vehicle Deviation.

Active Indigo Recreation Plan (2018-2026) - The aim of Active Indigo is to
positively contribute to the health and wellbeing of the community. To promote
liveability through a diverse range of fit-for-purpose, affordable, accessible formal
and informal recreation opportunities (programs, services and facilities) that
encourages local residents and visitors to become more physically active.
•

Included under infrastructure priorities are additional cycling / walking paths
within towns and the extension of the Murray to Mountains Rail Trail from
Beechworth to Huon via Yackandandah, and additional mountain bike trails and
supporting infrastructure such as the proposed Beechworth to Yackandandah
Mountain Bike Trail.

https://www.indigoshire.vic.gov.au/See-Do/Sport-and-recreation/Active-IndigoRecreation-Strategy-2018-2026
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Product Strengths, Opportunities & Challenges
Strengths
What does Rutherglen stand for?
Primary product strengths:
• Wine
• Internationally renowned wines (Muscat and
fortifieds Durif, and Shiraz.)
• Food
• Food hospitality and agritourism produce
(olives, lamb)
• Village
• A vibrant wine village offering a sense of
romantic escape
• History of innovation
• Regional history and heritage dating back
150 years and 7 generations – a tradition of
innovation
Secondary product strengths:
• Nature based – landscapes
• Position – central location Melb/Syd
Emerging product strengths:
• Arts and culture
• Cycling and walking.10

Opportunities
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

10

Rutherglen has an exceptionally strong winery
product offer with well-established large
wineries with a strong brand.
Within Rutherglen township there are good food
offerings with room for growth for the visitor.
Agri-tourism and sustainable, local food
initiatives are a key innovation opportunity
Investment in cycle tourism projects has
demonstrated significant growth in cycle visitors
to the North East and it is logical that this be
expanded as a key pillar for Rutherglen –
recreational and gravel
Nature based assets such as Lake Moodemere
and the Murray River
New contemporary events that challenge and
inspire new audiences to visit
Premium food offering; Complementary tourism
product such as distilleries
Investment in Rutherglen township to strengthen
it as a destination
Further on-trend accommodation investment
Investment and activation of key products and
experiences that will motivate growth, high yield
audience segments
Leverage the visitation growth in Indigo and
surrounding destinations
Provide infrastructure that supports a greater
level of experience and encourages increase
length of stay
New events with contemporary audience appeal.

Challenges
•

•

•

•

•
•

•
•

Rutherglen indicators such as organic online
search, VIC numbers, and sub-sectors of
accommodation with declining occupancy
rates, when combined, indicate a destination
that at best is ‘holding steady’ and at worst is
losing ground in the increasingly competitive
tourism and wine tourism landscape.
Recent Winery Cellar Research indicated low
levels of awareness in key markets, further
indicating lack of effective destination
marketing
The visitor engagement model is not
contemporary and needs to be revitalised to
follow the integrated futures model
developed by TNE
Aligned to the implementation of the visitor
engagement model, the VIC is old and static
and needs to become an engaging and
modern place to service visitors and industry
alike
Fragmentation of digital, management
structure and brand
Within Rutherglen township there are limited
food offerings for the visitor on some nights
of the week
Limited creative or innovative edge to drive
brand message
Creative deficit with events primarily drawing
a habitual, local audience attendance.

Indigo Destination Game Changer 2023 Tourism Strategy
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The Next Five Years – Drivers and Trends
Like other destinations around the world Rutherglen Area is subject to the
forces of significant change influencing the expectation of travellers.

Economic and Social Disruption
The global pandemic has resulted in disruption to economics, politics, and our
everyday life and will catalyse a new generation of tourism. A recovering global
economy has implications for domestic travel with less discretionary
expenditure of purchases like leisure travel and softening of international visitor
growth to Victoria. Intrastate travel has increased with ‘short breaks’ and
visiting friends and relatives’ markets being strong. Interstate markets are also
active with short breaks as well as longer self-drive holidays.

Increasing Competition for Domestic Tourism
We will see a shift in traditional markets with the volume of international
visitors staying low until at least 2022 and for many markets, likely significantly
longer. Demand for domestic tourism however will continue to increase in the
next few years. At the same time there will be increasing competition for a
greater share of domestic visitors from other regional destinations across
Australia. This means Victoria will need to offer experiences so powerful they
compel visitors to choose the state over other destinations.

Generational Shifts
Generation Y now make up most of the workforce and the family market as
Baby Boomers retire. Gen Z are now entering the workforce and have different
values and preferences than those who came before. Social connection and
conscious consumerism will generate demand for sustainable practices, carbon
positive products and experiences. This will require the tourism sector to
demonstrate their commitment to sustainability.
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Sustainability
As global warming continues to overwhelm the world, there is an imperative to
encourage residents to be more mindful of the environment and make planetfriendly lifestyle choices. Around the world this expectation is also extending to
the tourism sector. Travellers are also making conscious decisions about
responsible travel.

Social Licence for Tourism
How residents feel about tourism is also becoming increasingly important and
will determine a destination’s success in the long term. Community sentiment is
guiding tourism planning and development, and there is a growing expectation
that tourism will generate positive social, environmental, and economic
benefits for the host communities.

Experiential and Local
The cultural economy has continued to develop in recent years, producing a
further shift away from the patronage and subsidy of high culture, towards
support for the creative industries fuelling the emergence of co-created culture.
Travellers are seeking immersive experiences anchored in local culture. Cultural
and creative elements of destinations are becoming increasingly embedded in
tourism products that reflect everyday life as in the case of ‘live like a local’
experiences, offered by creative destinations such as Copenhagen.

18

Control over personal space and environments increasingly important

Consumption of place is a thing of the past

As travel resumes in the Covid era, greater concern for physical safety will
dominate travel decisions. This may include opting for more regional travel and
a preference for some accommodation segments.

The days of visitors as ‘consumers’ of a place are over. Visitors are increasingly
being required by destinations to add or create value in the places they visit.
Many people including our younger generations demand something more
ethical than merely sustaining. Research indicates that not only do young
people perceive that working for an ethical company is important, but also that
sustainability of businesses has a role in their decision making. 11

Flexibility in booking and agility of business
New booking methods are emerging, and retail travel has changed forever.
Customers are demanding flexibility in booking arrangements and trust in
credit.
Changes in working contexts
With major changes in office structures, people will be working from home
more in different jobs. More will also be inclined to work whilst on holiday.
Agritourism will continue to flourish

Seamless connectivity in the travel experience
Customers are increasingly demanding seamless connectivity in their travel
activities. They expect free Wi-Fi wherever they go. They expect to see the soul
of a place in the airport when they arrive, and they want to be able to get to
their accommodation as quickly and easily as they can and know where they
are once, they’re inside. They also expect food to be available when they are
hungry. And in Victoria, they expect good food and very good drink

With an increasing focus on wellness and sustainability, concern for the
provenance of our food and supply chains will continue to increase.
Travel is a necessity
In the fast-paced world of today, travel is no longer considered to be an
optional extra, or a fun add-on to life. It is now considered by many to be
necessity for people’s mental and physical health and wellbeing.
Inclusive travel is a basic expectation
Ensuring destinations, products and services are accessible to all people,
regardless of their physical limitations, disabilities or age will become a basic
expectation of tourism in the future.

11

Young Tourism Network: Young Voices in Tourism, 2021.
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Opportunities already underway
Several opportunities that at the time of preparing this DMP are underway or in planning.
They include:

Silo Precinct
Sitting on one of the gateways into Rutherglen and opposite the Visitor Information Centre,
the Silo Precinct has significant potential as a public open space designed for visitors and
locals alike. The planning which is currently funded and underway seeks to present concept
designs that provide for contemporary art, culture and community events, positions the
spaces as a gateway and trail head for the new Rutherglen Wine Walk Cycle Trail and the
Murray to the Mountains Rail Trail.

Rutherglen Caravan Park
The Rutherglen Caravan Park sits within the Lake King Precinct and offers outstanding natural
attractions and open space. The Master Plan currently in development seeks to provide
improved amenity, increased contemporary caravan facilities supporting ‘brand Rutherglen’
and links to the Lake King and Rutherglen Art Trail.

Rutherglen Wine Walk Cycle Trail
The trail infrastructure provides a game changer for Rutherglen and surrounds through the
provision of modern and purpose-built trails linking many of the regions famous wineries
and cellar doors, restaurants, food establishments and the main streets of Rutherglen.
Providing important links to the natural features of the area including the Murray River and
Lake Moodemere also provide strong alternative attractions that compliment wine and food
tourism and a vibrant wine village hub.

Wake the Dark (major event concept)
Funded through Bushfire Recovery Victoria a major new festival concept has been fully
costed and developed. This proposed third major event for Rutherglen celebrates art, wine,
food and astronomy; ‘dark arts, dark wine, dark matter.’ Funding and partnerships to
progress an inaugural event are being sought.

Rutherglen Place Plan
The Rutherglen Place Plan is in progress (September 2022). Community-led projects and
requirements will be prioritised by the community and progressed by Council through
advocacy and targeting applicable funding pipelines.

Rutherglen Destination Management Plan | 2022 - 2027
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Where do we want to be?
The following framework presents the foundations of the Destination Management Plan. The vision is the point to which we aspire; the principles are the way in
which we deliver the actions; and goals are the outcomes to which we aspire.
The Australian Government12 notes that:

For sustainable growth, destinations will
need a collaborative 7-point plan…. that
comprises a compelling anchor attraction, a
supporting ecosystem of activities, seamless
physical and digital access, options for
high-end accommodation, strong
promotion, a strong social licence to
operate and dedicated management of
resilience and sustainability risks. Activities
may be selected from the growing trends
for authentic, adventure, cultural,
indigenous, luxury, digital and eco-tourism
experiences.

12 12

For Rutherglen and surrounds, the anchor
attraction has to be the wine; bold,
sustainable and contemporary wines and
Muscat of Rutherglen – all anchored in the
provenance of the region.
This is complemented by strong supporting
features with compelling links to people,
product and place; food, drink, inland
waterways, nature and landscape, arts and
culture and emerging brand-leading events,
as well as cycling, walking and the region’s
history and heritage sites.

Opportunities for the Visitor Economy A modern, diversified and collaborative path to 2030, June 2021
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Understand Who We Are
Victoria’s High Country
Victoria’s High Country is located in the north-east of Victoria. The region is unlike
any other in Victoria boasting mountainous, alpine and lowland terrain,
picturesque villages, verdant farmland, world class wineries and thriving rural
towns.

Rutherglen Area
Rutherglen is an integral part of the Indigo Shire and is a significant component
of the High Country tourism region.
We have a strong connection to the land – from the Yorta Yorta people to
European settlers. We are proud, and bold, recognising our history of innovation
is carried forward by the latest generation of Rutherglen innovators, reaching for
an exciting and resilient future.

Our Guiding Principles
The following principles guide the development of actions and implementation
of the framework to deliver the vision. They create a sense of equality,
sustainability and pride in the delivery of excellence and innovation. They are
taken from the United Nations Sustainable Development goals and the principles
adopted for the Indigo Shire Council.
Sustainable Communities – we strive to build a community and to create
outstanding liveability in the region through sustainable living, good urban
design and generating wealth through among other elements – the circular
economy.

Accessibility – we embrace tourism for all – creating experiences that provide
for the community and visitors alike.
Adapt and Adopt – we continually strive to learn, to improve and to grow our
services and our community.
Good Decisions Need Good Data – we design and implement our strategies
and actions based on strong data to inform the best possible decisions.
Industry Innovation and Infrastructure – we create experiences responsibly
that are fit for place and that use outstanding and universal design principles
providing accessible places and experiences for all.
Embracing Responsible Consumption and Production – we embrace the
circular economy and promote responsibility in the consumption of resources.
Climate action – we are on a journey to carbon neutral – continually having
conversations and seeking ways to bring our community along with us. Noting
that a key requirement of the 2023/24 Indigo Tourism Strategy development
work is to progress tourism climate action and strategy.
Diversity, Inclusion and Reconciliation – we strive to achieve equality in
everything we do, including promoting diversity, inclusiveness and through
reconciliation with our First Nations people.

Partnerships – we work with people and other organisations to further our
mutual objectives – partnerships are our first choice for delivering and creating
value.
Life on the Land – we are the custodians of the land we live in and respect.
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Our Vision
The vision for Rutherglen – with reference to The Indigo Destination Game
Changer 2023 Tourism Strategy13 is:

Rutherglen will be regarded as a Vibrant Wine Village destination, where
the wine provenance of the region is recognised by all visitors.
New wines and innovative winemakers will be anchored by Muscat Capital
of the World acknowledgement, demonstrating the depth of connection to
place and 150 years of innovation.
This will be reinforced by innovative and creative experiences to motivate
next generation audiences, including dynamic and contemporary events
that attract new visitor markets to explore the region and strengthening
the links to the region’s natural assets.
Rutherglen’s Vibrant Wine Village destination will be underpinned by the
authenticity of its people, their products and produce. The rich connection
to land and landscape has strong, deep roots, invigorating the community
of innovators and creatives who are shaping the future of Rutherglen.

13

Indigo Destination Game Changer 2023 Tourism Strategy. Indigo Shire Council
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Our Goals
1.

2.

Rutherglen and surrounds will be recognised as an outstanding and
innovative wine and food destination for extended stays with naturebased tourism opportunities complimenting the world class epicurean
experiences that are linked to the provenance of the High Country

The following strategic priorities will, when achieved through the actions
described, deliver the goals and vision.

Target new markets that grow yield and extend stays while retaining
and leveraging the loyalty of existing markets

This will be achieved through:

3.

Grow the experiences on offer in Rutherglen and surrounds including
events that will drive year-round visitor economy, spurring continued
investment

4.

Diversify the experiences while capitalising on the gourmet provenance
of the land

5.

Revitalise the visitor engagement including reviewing and uplifting the
visitor information centre to be a modern and engaging tourism hub
for Rutherglen that includes visitor servicing and industry development
elements

6.

7.

Our Strategic Priorities

Continue to grow the strong partnerships between industry, Indigo
Shire, Tourism North East, Destination Rutherglen and Winemakers of
Rutherglen, positioning Rutherglen in the market as one of Australia’s
leading wine tourism destinations
Drive sustainable practices for tourism through implementing practical
community and industry-based actions.
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Growing visitation and yield, with a focus on overnight stays.
•

Developing a shared brand concept that includes owning the
dark/twilight (no other wine region in Australia ‘owns’ this brand
territory), providing for a range of interconnected elements and test this
in the market place through campaigns over the first two years of this
DMP’s life

•

Destination marketing that is aligned with the strengths and positioning
of the Rutherglen area and that is contemporary and targets the market
segments that keep the traditional segments being attracted to
Rutherglen, as well as engaging with new audiences

•

Festivals and events – building on the success of the existing events –
continue to grow organic community-based events, and attract 1 to 2
large scale events per year that continue to put a market led focus on
Rutherglen

•

Continuing to focus on the wine and food of Rutherglen – while
growing aligned experiences to keep people in region longer –
including activating the inland waterways such as Lake King, Lake
Moodemere and the Murray River
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Industry Development

region, when they are in region and provide this information and
support to businesses to utilise the same information in their
business locations and in their marketing/digital.

This will be achieved through:
•

•
•

•
•

•

Continuing to develop and clarify the roles of the visitor economy
related organisations in Rutherglen, including scheduling regular
meetings between the groups to aid collaboration and the
implementation of this plan
Continually seeking to partner with others, and leveraging the
benefits of those partnerships
As part of the visitor centre re-imagining, provide for a tourism hub
approach that offers connectivity between industry, Council and
Winemakers as well as providing for industry development space
and opportunity
Collectively working with TNE and Council to understand and
implement measures to overcome the workforce supply shortage
Working together to implement the TNE visitor servicing program
where every business needs to work collaboratively to support
increased visitor servicing outcomes
Continuing to work with TNE, Indigo Shire and the State
Government on industry development initiatives with the aim of
improving resilience, marketing and other business outcomes

Modern and Exciting Visitor Engagement
This will be achieved through:
•

•

Investing in the Future
This will be achieved through:
•

•

•

Investing in place making that improves the liveability and
functionality of Rutherglen and surrounding towns (including the
Silo Precinct in Rutherglen) and investment in making the waterways
more accessible
Continuing to improve the main street of Rutherglen and
implementing the Vines Project to provide streetscaping and shade
in summer
Continuing to build a community led response to sustainability and
invest in the circular economy, CO2 reduction initiatives that provide
for a strong future for Indigo and the North East Victoria.

Growing our Experiences on Offer
To help deliver the experiences aligned both to the strengths of the region,
and to the needs of the markets, we will categorise the experiences into
pillars as outlined below. Each has a number of catalyst projects that when
delivered – will grow the experiences on offer and the impetus to achieve
the goals.

The Rutherglen Information Centre becomes one of the four
elements of future visitor engagement – information centres,
online/digital information, in business venues and in all business to
consumer comms, on the ground (i.e., signage). These channels of
visitor information engagement must become fully integrated –
branded high-quality information ‘where the visitors are - at all
stages of their journey’.
As part of a fully integrated model that provides the visitor with
quality information and services, the VIC becomes a tourism
marketing hub feeding information to consumers before they are in
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Positioning and Brand
Brand – High Country
The Brand Manifesto is:
This is a place far away from the everyday. Where the mountains rise higher,
the air is clearer and the horizons stretch out in 360° opportunity. The more
you put in here, the more you’ll get out. Whether it’s cycling new trails or
trying alpine inspired craft ales. Or braving the ghost of Ned Kelly and his
despicable tall tales. Re-thinking art perspectives on silos or galleries. Trying
wines of new kinds in rustic villages or world class valleys. The opportunities
to grow are as limitless as our horizons.
We are Victoria’s High Country

It will be important to clearly present a defined position and competitive
offer for Rutherglen.
The focus of destination marketing and visitor information services will be best
led by the key destinations of Rutherglen and Beechworth. The reason for this
is that most visitors are not static in one location and are interested in
exploring product in hinterlands around key destinations. Indigo Shire is not
a ‘destination’ brand, the destinations are the townships, product and
experiences within Indigo.14
The following four positioning pillars present Rutherglen and surrounds to its
target markets.
Each one has the potential to enable the realisation of the vision, positioning
and therefore community and stakeholder aspirations. While these pillars offer
an area of strength for the destination, they ensure that there is a diverse
experiential offering in the region that will appeal to new and existing target
markets.

14

Indigo Destination Game Changer 2023 Tourism Strategy
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PILLAR 1

PILLAR 2

PILLAR 3

PILLAR 4

Indulge in our wine, food
and beverage of provenance

Immerse yourself in nature
and the inland waterways

Awaken your creative
passions – become part of
the emerging arts and
culture scenes

Connect – to our history, to
our community and to our
future

A region internationally known for its
outstanding Muscats and fortified wines
and the bold wines and flavours that
speak of the place.
Celebrating the deep roots of the family
businesses, while being inspired by the
innovators and new ideas.
Food to astound and to please based on
the land and the water of the region.

The iconic Murray River and the idyllic
setting of Lake Moodemere are among
the features that provide for lazing
around, being adventurous, cycling,
walking, sitting or exploring, delving into
the history and culture of the First
Nations people.

Visual and performing arts, busking and
other emerging creative arts and markets
provide a backdrop to experience the
region.

From the First Nations people, the gold
rush era and the sixth-generation
farmers and wine growers – share the
culture and history that is the region.

Our Catalyst Projects and supporting experiences
Catalyst projects are exceptional experiences (whether existing or aspirational) that will:
•

Provide a destination with a real competitive advantage over other destinations

•

Focus on what is truly unique, memorable or engaging about a destination

•

Meet the needs of the identified target markets

Support experiences are those experiences that are important across the region, either to strengthen the overall visitor experience or for the local community.
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Immerse yourself in nature and the inland
waterways
The iconic Murray River and the idyllic setting of Lake Moodemere are among the
features that provide for lazing around, being adventurous, walking and exploring
and delving into the history and culture of the First Nations people

Indulge in our wine, food and beverage of
provenance
A region internationally known for its outstanding Muscats and fortified wines,
and the bold wines and flavours that speak of the place. Celebrating the deep
roots of the family businesses, while being inspired by the innovation and new
ideas. Food to astound and to please based on the land and the water of the
region.

Catalyst Projects
•

•
•

Developing the Rutherglen Visitor Centre as a modern experience-based
destination with a focus on experiencing wine and a meeting point for
visitors, locals and industry
Develop the Rutherglen Wine Cycle Walk Trail to showcase the region’s
cellar doors, restaurants and nature/landscapes and waterways
Advocate for and support investment in restaurants and food experiences
(such as All Saints Estate’s new dining experience).

Catalyst Projects
•
•
•

The Murray River Adventure Trail and connection back into Wahgunyah
and Rutherglen
Activating Lake Moodemere and the Murray River with improved visitor
facilities
Investing in the Lake King Precinct to make it a regionally significant site

Support Projects
•
•

Work with Parks Victoria and DELWP to continually improve the visitor
facilities along the Murray River and Lake Moodemere
Partner with Federation Shire to grow the river based natural attractions
on offer

Support Projects
•
•
•

Activate the Rutherglen Wine Walk Cycle Trail with strong signage and a
visual brand presence to make the trip exciting
Develop the villages as a place to hold weddings and other small events
Support the growth in the diversity of food offerings focusing on local
food and wine.
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Awaken your creative passions – become part of
the emerging arts and culture scenes
Visual and performing arts, busking and other emerging creative arts and markets
provide a backdrop to experience the region.

Catalyst Projects
•

•
•

•
•

Invest in one large creative event per year (Rutherglen Wake the Dark Festival)
that is the catalyst for other emerging arts and cultural events and activities in
the region
Develop the Silo precinct into a community-based space that provides a setting
for markets, outdoor performances and other emerging artistic events
Activate the ‘Rutherglen Wine Bottle’ and lookout area through an immersive
light show in the early evenings, helping stimulate the night time economy of
Rutherglen – may be linked to the Silo project or Place Plan
Capitalise on the history and culture of the region by investing in streetscapes
and showcasing the outstanding gold era living heritage
Partnering with Yorta Yorta and other First Nations groups to understand their
aspirations in the visitor economy and seeking to develop an Aboriginal
focused experience

Support Projects
•
•

Activate the Rutherglen Wine Walk Cycle Trail with feature art including
sculptures aligned to the strengths of the region.
Improve and invest in the Rutherglen Arts Trail.
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Connect – to our history, to our community and to
our future
From the Yorta Yorta people, the gold rush era to the sixth and seventh-generation
farmers and wine growers – share the culture and history that is the region.

Catalyst Projects
•
•
•
•

•
•

Facilitating community conversations into sustainability and understanding
what Rutherglen and surrounds can ‘own’ and be known for
Continue to improve the liveability of Rutherglen including implementing the
Vines Project in the main street to increase shade and growing the ‘village feel’
Grow the farmers markets experiences on offer to link producers and
consumers and enable their stories to be shared
Develop stronger relationships with Yorta Yorta Nations with the objective of
developing First Peoples tourism product that may include signs,
interpretation, storytelling or other experiences as Yorta Yorta feel is
appropriate
Host ‘Meet the Maker’ and other events in wineries, the visitor centre and at
outdoor venues such as the soon to be refurbished Silo Precinct
Support the growth in on trend accommodation that capitalises on the region’s
strengths and overnight opportunities.

Support Projects
•
•

Build on the history by showcasing the buildings of the gold era and
interpreting them to visitors
Interpret the history of innovation in wine making and interpret this rich
generational history for visitors, while promoting contemporary Rutherglen
innovators and creatives across the community

30
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Action Plan 2022 - 2027
Implementation of The Plan will occur in partnership with a broad range of government agencies, industry and organizations. The following Action Plan sets out a
high-level implementation plan and partners for delivery of each action identified, alongside high-level indicative timeframes.

TOURISM PARTNERS

INDUSTRY & COMMUNITY PARTNERS

STRATEGIC PARTNERS

Indigo Shire Council

ARTS Rutherglen

Visit Victoria

Winemakers of Rutherglen

Main Street Traders Group

Destination Rutherglen

Service Clubs (Lions, Rotary, APEX, others)

Department of Jobs Precincts and Regions –
Tourism Events and Visitor Economy section

Tourism North East

Rutherglen Historical Society Inc.
Wahgunyah Progress Association
Murray River Tourism

Regional Development Victoria
Tourism Australia
Wine Australia / Wine Victoria

HIGH: within 12 months MEDIUM: within 3 to 5 years LOW: beyond 3 - 5 years.

Acronyms:
Indigo Shire – ISC
Destination Rutherglen (DR)
Winemakers of Rutherglen (WoR)
Main Street Traders (MST)
Tourism North East (TNE)
Visit Victoria (VV)
Tourism Events and Visitor Economy (TEVE)
Federation Shire (FS)
Murray River Tourism (MRT)
Parks Victoria (PV)
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Priority One - Growing Visitation and Yield, With A Focus on Overnight Stays.
ACTIONS PRIORITY ONE

PRIORITY LEVEL

LEAD

PARTNERS

H

TNE

IS, WoR

H

IS

TNE

M

IS

WoR, TNE, DR

M

IS

TNE, WoR

H

IS

TNE, WoR

Marketing
Develop campaigns based on the attributes of Rutherglen and surrounds, and test the
messaging on contemporary bold and sustainable wines, the Muscat of Rutherglen
and, through contemporary means, present a vibrant wine village in which you can
immerse yourself in provenance and nature to market
Continue to develop the digital infrastructure and the pre-trip motivation / planning
through the one portal

Over the period of this DMP, bring the stakeholders together and work towards a
brand identity for Rutherglen that focusses on the Muscat of Rutherglen, and the bold
sustainable and contemporary wines, people and the nature of the High Country

Continue to partner with and leverage from the High Country brand and campaigns –
focussing on the strengths of Rutherglen and surrounds and encouraging on-brand
content development
Develop the concept of ‘One Perfect Day’ in Rutherglen as an attractor for people
staying nearby in Bright, Shepparton, Yarrawonga and other busy places – with the
aim of converting them to overnight stays on subsequent visits
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ACTIONS PRIORITY ONE

PRIORITY LEVEL

LEAD

PARTNERS

Develop at least one large brand aligned signature event for Rutherglen and surrounds
including further investigating owning the ‘night time event’ (Wake the Dark) in regional
Victoria

H

IS

DR, WoR, TNE, TEVE,
VV

Support Destination Rutherglen in the development of mid-sized events such as the
Buskers Festival that unite the community behind brand alignment and growing visitation

H

IS

DR, WoR

Evolve and grow the existing events such as Winery Walkabout and expand the current
markets through alignment with add-ons such as picnicking on the Murray and cycling
through the trails of the region

H

WoR

IS, DR

Grow the organic community events as a way of showcasing local products, arts, culture
and people including the farmers markets

H

IS

WoR, DR

Consider means by which the wedding market can grow in Rutherglen and capitalise on
the strong reputation that exists

M

IS

DR, MST

Festivals and Events
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ACTIONS PRIORITY ONE

PRIORITY LEVEL

LEAD

PARTNERS

Partner with Parks Victoria to develop ways in which the Murray River reserves, and Lake
Moodemere can be activated to improve visitor experiences

H

IS

PV, FS

Work with Winemakers of Rutherglen to develop innovative ways of showcasing
provenance of the region through cellar doors and markets

M

IS, WoR

TNE

Support the development of brand aligned contemporary on-trend accommodation as
well as supporting infrastructure that acts as a demand driver

H

IS

DR, TNE

Continue to invest in accessible and inclusive tourism offerings and encourage
operators to upgrade to become compliant where they may not already be

M

IS

WoR, DR, MST

Profile accessible tourism opportunities and events in marketing activities

M

TNE, DR, IS

Partner with the Federation Shire and NSW to link the Murray River Adventure Trail to
the Rutherglen Wine Walk Cycle Trail and in the process, activate the river

M

IS

FS

Partner with First Nations to collectively develop opportunities for First People’s based
tourism product that may include story telling or other experiences as supported and
potentially delivered by First Nations people

M

IS

TNE

Expanding the regional offer
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Priority 2 – Industry Development
ACTIONS PRIORITY ONE

PRIORITY LEVEL

LEAD

PARTNERS

Continue to strengthen collaboration in the roles and functions and accountabilities of the
tourism organisations with a role in the visitor economy in Rutherglen including TNE, IS, WoR,
DR and State entities

Ongoing and High

ISC

WoR, TNE, DR

To further collaboration, formally meet once a year with the Chairs and EOs of the entities
with a role in the visitor economy in Rutherglen with an agenda focussed on the priorities in
this DMP and how best to action them and support the Indigo Shire

Ongoing and High

ISC

WoR, TNE, DR

Continue to leverage partnerships in line with the adopted guiding principles of this DMP.
Examples might include working with TNE on the Visitor Servicing review implementation and
Federation Shire on areas of mutual benefit

High and Ongoing

ISC

WoR, TNE, DE

Reach agreement between Council and WoR on the re-introduction of the tastings and sales
of local wines at the Rutherglen Wine Experience and Rutherglen VIC and consider the
repurposing of the VIC to align with the visitor servicing review undertaken by TNE making it
‘tourism central’ in Rutherglen becoming a contemporary visitor servicing hub as well as a
place industry can liaise with Council, tourism partners and other operators

High

ISC

WoR

ACTIONS PRIORITY ONE

PRIORITY LEVEL

LEAD

PARTNERS

Partner with TNE and other entities including RDV and TEVE to better understand the
workforce shortage and to put in place innovative solutions to help overcome skills and staff
issues

H

ISC

TNE, RDV, TEVE

Review the need for and implement tailored solutions with business that seek to improve the
resilience of businesses to crisis and shocks at both the local and regional level.

M

ISC, TNE

RDV, TEVE

Role Clarity and Partnerships

Workforce Supply and Industry Resilience Issues
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ACTIONS PRIORITY ONE

PRIORITY LEVEL

LEAD

PARTNERS

H

ISC

TNE, WoR, MST, DR

PRIORITY LEVEL

LEAD

PARTNERS

Implement the Vines project that will provide for improved summer living, aesthetics and
liveability in the main street of Rutherglen

H

ISC, MST

DR

Work with VicRoads to continue to progress removing the trucks from the main street of
Rutherglen to improve the amenity and functionality of the village for residents and visitors

M

ISC

MST

Undertake the Silo Precinct project with the aim of creating a vibrant modern and creative
space for events, makers, community and art including the possible Silo painting

H

ISC

RDV

Work with Parks Victoria and other land managers on and around the Murray River, Lake
King and Lake Moodemere to continue to improve the visitor and community facilities to
increase the accessibility to the region’s waterways including possible event and pop-up
activation opportunities

M

ISC

PV

Activate the planned Rutherglen Wine Walk Cycle Trail through community events, art and
appropriate brand aligned signage on the trail helping deliver an asset that improves
community liveability and visitor access

M

ISC

WoR, DR

Continue to work with the Wahgunyah Progress Association and others to implement town
liveability improvements and linkages to features including Lake Moodemere, Rutherglen,
the Murray River and the Murray River Adventure Trail

M

ISC

FS, PV, WPA

Visitor Servicing
Partnering with TNE, implement the results of the visitor servicing excellence review
whereby the four stages of visitor servicing are reviewed. These are: Online, Signs, Visitor
Centres and through businesses and other touch points with the consumer.

Priority 3 – Investing in the Future
ACTIONS PRIORITY ONE

Place Making
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ACTIONS PRIORITY ONE

PRIORITY LEVEL

LEAD

PARTNERS

Continue to support the Winemakers of Rutherglen in their work to improve the sustainable
practices of vineyards and promote Rutherglen for the sustainable outcomes achieved

M

WoR

ISC, TNE

Lead conversations within the community around the continued improvement of sustainable
practices within the visitor economy including initiatives such as improving waste reduction,
increasing renewable energy and utilising the circular economy

M

ISC

PRIORITY LEVEL

LEAD

PARTNERS

Implement the catalyst projects identified in the positioning pillars in this DMP

H

Various

Various

Implement the supporting experience development projects as outlined in this DMP

M

Various

Various

Advocate for and seek interest in running shuttle services in and around Rutherglen and
linked to the Wine Walk Cycle Trail with the aim of providing safe transport options to visitors
tasting wine and dining in the region’s restaurants

H

ISC

WoR, DR

Sustainability

Priority 4 – Growing the experiences on Offer
ACTIONS PRIORITY ONE

Catalyst Projects
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Measuring Our Success

Risks

These measures should be reported on annually and can be taken mostly
from existing sources such as the Indigo Shire PAVE reports.

The following risks have been identified as those that may impact on the
measures of success. This DMP is designed to deliver sustainable industry
growth while maintain the social licence and liveability of the community. If
fully implemented, this DMP should form the basis of the risk controls.

•

Increased per visitor spend

•

Increased per visitor length of stay

•

Increase in repeat visitation

•

Increase in seasonal visitation

•

Increase in mid-week visitation

•

Improved community sentiments on tourism

•

•

Lack of unified action across the partners in the visitor economy in
Rutherglen

•

Brand fragmentation across the sector

•

Online fragmentation of Rutherglen’s online presence and variable
quality of online experience

Increased participation by local Aboriginal people in tourism

•

Lack of an effective presence and position in the market

•

Demonstrated improved brand recognition and marketing KPIs (likes,
searches, click throughs) as a desired destination

•

Unresolved workforce numbers and skills

•

Progress towards carbon neutrality and Sustainable Destination status
(Ecotourism Australia).

•

Lack of partnerships

•

Lack of experience development

•

An inability to attract private capital to invest in on trend
accommodation, and experiences

•

Natural emergencies impact consumer confidence (fires and floods,
droughts and disease).
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Appendices
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A.

Covid-19 Visitor Economy Impact

The below data is sourced from the Report: Indigo Shire PAVE Modelling YE December 2020 (June 2020)

Visitation
Based on a business-as-usual visitation estimate of 1.3 million in 2020, the total loss of visitation
associated with the pandemic is estimated to be approximately 773,000 visitors. This includes a reduction
in daytrip visitation of 487,000 and 286,000 less overnight visitors.
Table 4.

Visitation Impact Covid-19, 2020

2017

2018

2019

2020 (Business as
usual)

2020 (Actual)

Covid-19 Impact

Overnight

230,000

275,000

316,000

443,000

157,000

-286,000

Daytrip

623,000

641,000

722,000

859,000

372,000

-487,000

Total

853,000

916,000

1,038,000

1,302,000

529,000

-773,000

Economic Output
Based on a business-as-usual estimate of $141 million in 2020, Indigo Shire’s visitor economy
experienced a loss of $76 million in economic output due to the pandemic.

Employment
Based on a business-as-usual estimate of 682 jobs in 2020, Indigo Shire’s visitor economy experienced an
employment loss of 367 jobs last year due to the pandemic.
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B.

Visitor Profile

Rutherglen15

15

MARKET

DETAILED INFORMATION

TOWNSHIP COMPARISON

Domestic
daytrip
visitors (71%)

• 53% of daytrip visitors were over 55, and only 8% were under 24
• The majority of visitors originated from within Victoria (59%), with the
remaining 41% from NSW
• Half of all daytrip visitors were visiting for a holiday; and
• 53% of daytrip visitors to Rutherglen Area ate out/ dined out at a restaurant
and/or a café during their trip, and 49% of visited a winery.

• Rutherglen Area had the highest proportion of daytrip visitors aged over 55 (53%)
• Rutherglen Area and Yackandandah Area both attracted significant proportions of
their daytrip visitors from NSW (42% and 41% respectively), in line with their
proximity to the NSW border
• 6% of visitors to Rutherglen Area were visiting a convention/conference/
seminar/trade fair/ exhibition, indicative of the wine industry strengths in the region
• Almost half (49%) of all visitors to Rutherglen Area visited a winery during their
trip; and
• Almost a quarter of all visitors to Rutherglen Area (22%) participated in shopping
for pleasure as an activity during their daytrip, compared to Beechworth Area (30%),
and only 10% and 3% in Yackandandah Area and Chiltern Area respectively,
indicative of available product servicing this activity in each township.

Domestic
overnight
visitors
(29%)

• Just under half (48%) of all overnight visitors to Rutherglen Area are over 55
• The majority (66%) are travelling from within Victoria, with a further 24% from
NSW and 5% from the ACT
• Over half (53%) are visiting for a holiday, with 27% VFR; and
• Three quarters of all overnight visitors to Rutherglen Area ate out/ dined out at
a restaurant and/or café whilst in the region; with 51% also visiting wineries.

• Over half (51%) of all visitors to Rutherglen Area visited a winery, this was
significantly higher than for the other townships, and
• Rutherglen Area also had the highest proportion of overnight visitors eating out/
dining out at a restaurant and/or café during their trip (75%), significantly higher
than the regional Victorian average (55%).

International
visitors (<1%)

• Just under half (49%) of international visitors to Rutherglen Area were over 55
• The highest proportion (25%) of visitors are from New Zealand, followed by
16% from the UK
• Only 34% were visiting for a holiday, with 55% visiting friends and relatives; and
5% visiting for business; and
• Significantly 87% of international visitors who visited Rutherglen Area visited a
winery during their trip to Australia.

• Rutherglen Area attracted a higher proportion of New Zealand visitors than those
from the UK (16%), which was unique in the region
• VFR was a significant visitor segment for both Rutherglen Area (55%) and
Yackandandah Area (58%), as compared to the regional level (28%) and for both
other townships
• Although visitor activities for international visitors encompasses all activities
undertaken by visitors whilst on their trip to Australia, the following comparisons
was significant: ―A significantly higher proportion of international visitors to
Rutherglen Area participated in visiting a winery (87%) during their trip to Australia
than for the three other townships.

Indigo Destination Game Changer 2023 Tourism Strategy
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Figure 5.

Rutherglen Growth Audience Profile

Victoria16
Drive market to regional Victoria. Primary source market: Melburnians.
Second source markets: Regional Victorians, interstate markets within 3 hour
driving distance.
•

83% of overnight visitation to regional Victoria is from the intrastate
market. 61% of this is Melburnians.17 Despite this, 55% of Melburnians
have not travelled to regional Victoria in the last 12 months. 18 There is
further untapped potential in this market.

Interstate Australians. Primary source markets: Sydney, Brisbane, Adelaide
Perth. Secondary source markets: Regional NSW.
•

3.7m interstate leisure trips were made to Melbourne in the last year.
The majority are short break trips, primarily through air travel and with
Melbourne as the only stopover. 69% of those trips come from cities, of
which Sydney is the largest.

•

Of the 30% of trips from regional Australia, over half are from regional
NSW, with this considered an ever increasingly important market for
both Melbourne and regional Victoria.

Source: Indigo Destination Game Changer 2023 Tourism Strategy

16

REPORT: Visit Victoria Audiences

18

Roy Morgan Research, Holiday Tracking Survey, Year Ending December 2019.

Tourism Research Australia, National Visitor Survey, International Visitor Survey, Regional
Expenditure Model. Year ending December 2019
17
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C.

Visitor Economy

Economic Output of The Visitor Economy
Utilising the 2020 PAVE visitor modelling, economic output estimates are
modelled from visitor expenditure and accounts for flow on indirect impacts
to the region.19 Output attributed to the visitor economy fell significantly
from $128 million in 2019 to $65 million last year (2020). For comparison, in
YE December 2019, output attributed to the visitor economy had grown
from $113 million in 2018 to $128 million in 2019. 20
Table 5.

YEAR
2017
2018
2019
2020

Economic Output ($M) in Indigo Shire Attributed to The Visitor Economy 20172019

Visitor Economy Jobs
Based on economic output of the visitor economy in the region, the number
of visitor economy related jobs can be estimated using input-output
modelling. The table below compares visitor economy jobs between 2017
and 2020. The number of visitor economy jobs in Indigo Shire fell from 618
in 2019 to 315 jobs in 2020.21
Table 6.

ECONOMIC OUTPUT ($M)

% INCREASE ON
PREVIOUS YEAR

YEAR End
Dec
2017

$105

---

2018

7.6%

2019

$128

13.3%

2020

$65

-49.2%

$113

19

Indigo Shire Annual Pave Review YE Dec 2020 (June 2020)

20

Indigo Shire Annual Pave Review YE Dec 2019 (Feb 2020)
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Jobs Attributed to The Visitor Economy – Indigo Shire

JOBS

% INCREASE ON
PREVIOUS YEAR

508

---

547

7.7%

618

13%

315

-49%

Indigo Shire Annual Pave Review YE Dec 2020 (June 2020)
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D.

Destination performance

Indigo Shire
At YE December 2019, Indigo Shire captured a total of approximately 1,038,0001 22 visitors per annum. This represents an increase of 120,000 visitors per annum as
compared to 2018, where a total of 918,000 people visited the Shire. All sub regions, experienced increases in total visitors.23
Highlight Covid impacts, at YE December 2020, Indigo Shire captured a total of approximately 529,0001 visitors per annum. This represents a decrease of more
than 510,000 visitors per annum as compared to 2019.24 Further Covid visitor economy impacts are highlighted in Appendix A.
Figure 6.

Total Visitation to Indigo Shire and Sub Regions/Areas

22

Urban Enterprise PAVE Model (estimate visitation for Indigo Shire)

23

Indigo Shire Annual Pave Review YE Dec 2019 (Feb 2020)

24

Indigo Shire Annual Pave Review YE Dec 2020 (June 2020)
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Victoria’s High Country
The region received approximately 1.9 million domestic (overnight and daytrip) and international overnight visitors combined, who spent $491 million in the year
ending December 2020.
Figure 7.

Victoria’s High Country Region Trend Graph25

6,286

6,052

5,528
4,836
4,322

4,182

4,026
3,548

2,877

3,037

3,027
1,859

709

824

2015

2016

1,050

1,269

1,233

491

2017
Visitors (000's)

2018
Visitor nights (000's)

2019

2020

Expenditure ($m)

Victoria's High Country Key Regional Tourism Statistics, YE Dec 2020 – Regional Tourism Summaries - TEVE. https://business.vic.gov.au/business-information/tourism-industry-resources/tourismindustry-research/regional-visitation
25
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E.

Market Segmentation

Visit Victoria

Figure 8.

Lifestyle Leaders

Visit Victoria has a well-established creative target market of Lifestyle Leaders.
The Lifestyle Leaders segment represents 30.1% of the Australian population
(5,950,000 Australians).
•

They are affluent Australians and 60% of the segment lives in NSW and
Victoria. More than 50% are married, and a third of them have a family
with children under the age of 16 years.

•

When they travel, they like to stay active, and the majority likes to
experience the local culture and see nature. They like to plan for their
trips and are less likely to prefer to have their trips organised for them.

•

They are more likely to travel within Australia for short and long trips
compared to the average Australian population.

The Region
Indigo Shire Council has identified ‘Lifestyle Leaders’ as their target market
through the Destination Game Changer Tourism Strategy. They are
progressive, educated, and professional individuals who actively seek out
new experiences. They generally have a higher level of discretionary
expenditure and is considered a strong fit for the Indigo Shire’s emerging
food, wine, and beer product as well as nature based and cycling holidays.
Overnight visitors are targeted as the portion of the visitor market to Indigo
that stay overnight is considered low.
The Destination Game Changer Tourism Strategy 2023 for Indigo also
highlights the low level of international visitors staying overnight. While
COVID-19 will reduce international demand, domestic overnight stays are
likely to grow significant.26

26

Report: Proposed Rutherglen Wine Walk Cycle Trail Business Case June 2020
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Regional Markets

Figure 9.

Age profile of visitors

Visitors are from: intrastate (64%), interstate (35%) and international (0.5%) 27
Food and Wine Lifestyles, Enriched Wellbeing and Millennials will be key
target markets for Rutherglen area, attracted by the strong food and wine
offer supported by unique storytelling and meet the maker opportunities,
and contemporary accommodation experiences. International Experience
Seekers will also be drawn to this region as a secondary destination to
Beechworth Area.

Age Profile
Baby boomers (1946-1964) are currently the largest generational market for
Indigo Shire, and were identified by Beechworth Area, Rutherglen Area
(multigenerational travel parties) and Chiltern Area. 28
Generation X (1965-1979) are identified as family-oriented travellers whose
vacations are focused on keeping their family entertained and happy,
preferring to fill their itinerary with museums, historical sites, and arts and
culture. These visitors currently form an important part of Indigo Shire’s
visitor profile and will continue to be an important generational and growth
market during the next 5 years and beyond.

27

Indigo Destination Game Changer 2023 Tourism Strategy
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F.

Wine Tourism

The latest figures on wine tourism in Australia show that 5.5 million visitors
went to a winery in year ending September 2020, they spent $5.9 billion in
Australia during their trip and stayed for an average of 6 nights. Australian
(i.e., domestic) visitors staying overnight in destinations made up half (51 per
cent) of all visitor numbers, while internationals made up 9 per cent.
COVID-19 has brought much uncertainty when it comes to travel in 2020.
Despite the bumpy road, many Australians have been able to continue
travelling within the limitations set by each State and Territory Government.
International travel on-the-other-hand has virtually halted.
The top 3 GI regions where Australian travellers went to a winery were
Margaret River, Hunter and Mornington Peninsula. When it comes to
internationals, the top 3 were Yarra Valley, Margaret River and Hunter. 29

Wine Tourism Numbers Highlight Covid-19 Challenges and
The Road Forward 30
COVID-19 has brought much uncertainty when it comes to travel in 2020.
Just as borders between some Australian states were opening to welcome
interstate travellers, others were closed to combat new clusters. With some
interstate travel halted, tourism turned intrastate with locals taking the
opportunity to explore their own backyards – where restrictions allowed –
providing much needed relief in many regional areas.
From an international perspective, with very limited tourism travel to
Australia, the regular collection of survey data from international visitors in
June quarter 2020 ceased. Despite this, like many wine businesses adapting
to find new ways to reach customers and keep them engaged, Tourism
Research Australia used advanced statistical techniques to impute high level
results only for the June quarter 2020.
Figure 10.

29

Wine Tourism Snapshot YE September 2020

https://www.wineaustralia.com/market-insights/australian-wine-tourism-snapshot
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https://www.wineaustralia.com/news/market-bulletin/issue-228
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Australians Visiting Wineries

Wine Tourism Going Forward

In year ending June 2020, there were 6.3 million day and overnight visits to
wineries – this was down 25 per cent on the previous year. The fall in
numbers came equally from overnight and day trips, which represented 55
per cent and 45 per cent respectively. Average spend per domestic visitor
that went to a winery was still higher than the overall result ($722 compared
to $286 for all visitors).

With so much uncertainty around COVID-19 and the ever-increasing number
of cases in key international inbound tourist markets for Australia, it is
assumed by some researchers that inbound tourism will not resume until the
end of 2021 at the earliest but will have recovered by 2024 (Source: IWSR).

The effect on visits to wineries in wine regions was also greatly impacted with
nearly all experiencing a fall on the previous 12 months. This impact varied
across the top 10 most visited wine regions with Tasmania, the Hunter and
Barossa Valley experiencing the greatest loss in numbers.
Figure 11.

COVID related visitor impacts to wine regions

Many Australians have been switching their exotic overseas holiday locations
to travel to ‘back pocket’ places in Australia and it is hoped that this will
replace the loss in international tourism. While some argue that the gap will
not be filled and the recent interest being felt is short term, it remains
important for businesses to maintain their online presence and ensure they
are bookable online.
Wine Australia’s project with the Australian Tourism Data Warehouse
(ATDW) to develop wine-related functionality is a timely investment that has
brought in additional wine-related features into the content hub including
wine varieties, wine making practices and wine regions.
Locations (geographical indications) of wine regions in NE Victoria are Alpine
Valleys, Beechworth, Glenrowan, King Valley and Rutherglen.31

https://www.wineaustralia.com/labelling/register-of-protected-gis-and-otherterms/geographical-indications
31
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Wine Direct-to-Consumer Survey Report 32

Three big trends

Direct-to-consumer (DTC) wine sales have grown exponentially in Australia
over the last decade, emulating the growth seen in countries such as the
United States where DTC sales represent a significant portion of the overall
market. That growth has been documented in annual reports undertaken by
various industry organisations which, in turn, has provided American wineries
with essential data to assist in growing this important distribution channel.

What’s been driving tourism in the past half decade is the “experience
economy”; people are buying less stuff, preferring to invest in moments that
can be immortalised on social media, and which create lasting memories.
Experiential tourism, of which wine tourism is a subset, is itself the product of
three things: online booking sites, cheap airfares and Airbnb, all of which
lowered the cost of travel significantly. Unfortunately, these three pillars of
the tourism economy are all in trouble.

Key insights from the report include:
•

Direct-to-consumer (DTC) sales in Australia accounted for an
average of 17 per cent of a winery’s income – with DTC share
increasing as winery production size decreases

•

DTC outperformed other wine sales channels in 2019-20, with 7 per
cent overall value growth

•

Cellar door was the largest channel, but lost share compared with
2018-19

•

Online sales grew by 49 per cent in value in 2019-20

•

Visitor numbers declined by 23 per cent across the year, as a result
of bushfires and COVID-19 restrictions

•

Wineries made several changes to their businesses as a result of
COVID-19, particularly around seated tastings, bookings and
investment in websites.

Where next for wine tourism?
An international article from the online site Wine Business International in
June 202033 states that until the pandemic, wine tourism was the fastestgrowing sector of the wine industry. Wineries realised that the longer the
customer stayed on the premises, the more wine they would buy, so they
began to offer tastings, guided tours, restaurants, accommodation and
events.

32

https://www.wineaustralia.com/market-insights/wine-direct-to-consumer-survey-report
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Staycations
On the upside, domestic tourism is set to increase, partly because people
have seen the damage done to their economies and will want to support
local industries, and partly because the oncoming recession means there’s
simply less money to spend on travel.
Regardless, wineries need to rethink the way they do tourism. Apart from
obvious measures such as implementing a new disinfection regime, they
should think about adding a booking system to their website. It means
wineries can create small events, tastings and tours for people to book. It’s a
way of ensuring that there aren’t too many people arriving at once — plus,
users must pay at the time of booking, which means better cash flow.
Another thing to consider is how wineries are portraying themselves
digitally, whether on their own website or on social media. This is the time to
go through every image and remove pictures of crowded events and tasting
rooms, because no visitor will be keen on mingling with lots of strangers
right now. Instead, wineries should emphasise the “getting away from it all”
nature of wine tourism.
Finally, if there is accommodation on site, emphasise it.

https://www.wine-business-international.com/wine/marketing-wine-tourism/where-nextwine-tourism
52
33
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G.

Current planning framework

Local Plans
EXISTING STRATEGY/PLAN
Indigo Destination Game Changer
2023 Tourism Strategy
(Indigo Shire Council)

SUMMARY
Rutherglen vision: will be regarded as the Muscat capital of the world with the wine provenance of the region recognised by
all visitors. This will be supported by a strong destination brand (what we stand for, who we are targeting - not ‘logo creative’),
further supported by an innovative and creative experiences to motivate next generation audiences, including dynamic and
contemporary events, that will attract new visitor markets to explore the region and strengthening of links to the region’s
natural assets.
Priority Investment Projects
Destination brand project
Rutherglen Wine Cycling Loop
Rail trail enhancements
Rolling program of Signature Events
Large integrated accommodation establishment, and
Promote and brand Rutherglen as the Muscat Capital.
Indigo Shire vision: Shire Indigo Shire’s four Areas will be regarded as leading holiday leisure destinations in Victoria’s North
East, renowned for motivational heritage attractions, leading nature and cycling tourism assets, and contemporary food, wine
and beer experiences.
The majority of visitors to Indigo Shire are day trippers. Contributing factors include the comparatively low supply of visitor
accommodation and proximity to a number of key regional centres in North East Victoria and Southern NSW such as
Wangaratta and Albury Wodonga. Additionally, local and regional day trippers remain more motivated to travel to Indigo
Shire’s destinations than higher yielding overnight visitors, who increasingly demand a new level of innovation and connection
to place through contemporary products and experience offerings. Visitation forecast scenarios show that the Indigo Shire will
attract visitation growth over the next seven years. At the midpoint growth scenario Indigo Shire will grow by over 345,000
visitors by 2025.
Target markets Indigo Shire’s visitor market is primarily domestic daytrip and overnight visitors, with stronger daytrip visitation.
The International Visitor Survey shows that Indigo Shire only attracts around 4,000 international visitors staying overnight per
annum, which equates to 0.5% of all visitors to Indigo Shire. The focus for the duration of this strategy is the domestic visitor
markets, recognising the opportunity for growth from overnight domestic visitation.
The product profile of Indigo Shire is well suited to the domestic Lifestyle Leader segment developed by Visit Victoria.
Key strategic considerations for the Indigo Destination Game Changer 2023 Tourism Strategy include:
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SUMMARY
• Addressing low overnight visitation through attracting investment in accommodation and new product
• Focusing on product development and marketing towards Lifestyle Leader markets
• Delivering tourism product that is motivational and will drive visitation
• Investing in heritage tourism product which is new and interesting across a broad range of segments
• Leveraging future growth markets – millennials and internationals, and
• Delivering contemporary visitor information services and digital excellence.
https://www.indigoshire.vic.gov.au/Council/Council-documents/Plans-and-strategies/Destination-Game-Changer-2023Tourism-Strategy

Proposed Rutherglen Wine, Walk,
Cycle Trail Business Case June
2020

There is a strong opportunity for Rutherglen to develop and showcase the region and the wine and food strengths it has to
the community, existing markets and expanded markets based on an extended off-road cycling (and walking) trail network.

(Indigo Shire Council)

RUTHERGLEN WINE, WALK, CYCLE TRAIL expands walking, cycle and wine tourism, linking Rutherglen's town centre to Lake
Moodemere, the Murray River, multiple winery cellar doors, cafes and restaurants. The trail expands from a section of Murray
to Mountains Rail Trail, delivering multiple options to walkers and cyclists, activating local businesses and addressing a key
strategic requirement; connecting the wine region destination to significant waterway assets and providing a new layer of
experience, extending visitor stay and yield.
Our vision is to build a highly motivating and flexible experience, extending length of stay by linking the town heart of
Rutherglen to the wineries, oliveries, cafes, restaurants with a nature-based walking and recreational cycling trails.
In 10 years, this project will deliver:
• $4.2M annual injection into the local economy by year 10
• 22.4 FTE jobs during the construction phase of the project
• 27.3 FTE jobs during the operation phase of the project, over a 10-year period
• $2.5M annually from overnight visitation, doubling overnight visitor yield from year 1
• $3.9M saving to the health care system

Rutherglen Silo Precinct Project
(Indigo Shire Council)

Our vision is to create a pulsing heart for Rutherglen, with an arts and cultural focus that fosters community pride and provides
economic opportunities for our town and people.
The project embraces three key themes:
1) A vibrant, community heart and space in the centre of town
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SUMMARY
2) A contemporary Arts & Culture space for performance and visual arts in an aesthetically creative landscape
3) An engaging visitor node at the trail head of the Murray to Mountains Rail Trail Rutherglen – Wahgunyah segment
The precinct comprises of six grain silos and surrounding land with the rail trail alongside. The precinct project will deliver an
outdoor exhibition space for monumental, multi-faceted static and dynamic art. The space is designed to support events and
festivals with arts, cycle and community synergy. This project is inclusive of the whole community, providing a highly
appealing, central meeting place, a significant arts space and will support the growth of the visitor economy.

Active Indigo Recreation Plan
2018-2026
(Indigo Shire Council)

The aim of Active Indigo is to positively contribute to the health and wellbeing of the community. To promote liveability
through a diverse range of fit-for-purpose, affordable, accessible formal and informal recreation opportunities (programs,
services and facilities) that encourages local residents and visitors to become more physically active. Quality open spaces, a
connected network of tracks and trails and sustainability are some of the key priorities.
Included under infrastructure priorities are additional cycling / walking paths within towns and the extension of the Murray to
Mountains Rail Trail from Beechworth to Huon via Yackandandah and additional mountain bike trails and supporting
infrastructure such as the proposed Beechworth to Yackandandah Mountain Bike Trail.
https://www.indigoshire.vic.gov.au/See-Do/Sport-and-recreation/Active-Indigo-Recreation-Strategy-2018-2026.

Heritage Strategy 2017-2021
(Indigo Shire Council)

Indigo Shire is a renowned and proud custodian of its diverse and significant natural beauty, heritage places and preserved
historic character of both its Indigenous and post European settlement. The Indigo Shire promotes a greater appreciation and
understanding of places of heritage significance in the Shire and seeks to protect its heritage place for the benefit of current
and future generations.
Tourism and Economic Development promotion of heritage assets including the Indigo Gold Trail, Echoes of History, Powder
Magazine, Ned Kelly/Gold Walking Tours and Rutherglen Gold Battery, which is part of the Gold Trail.
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SUMMARY
https://www.indigoshire.vic.gov.au/About-your-Council/Council-documents/Plans-and-strategies/Heritage-Strategy

Economic Development Strategy
(Indigo Shire Council)

Strategy 2: Grow the visitor economy
• Increase visitors to 1.1m by 2023
• Increase in overnight visitor proportion to 40% by 2023
• Visitor economy output to $130m and tourism jobs will grow to 650 by 2023
• Indigo Destination Game Changer 2018/19-2022/23 (Tourism Strategy) The Economic Development Strategy works in
partnership with Council’s Tourism Strategy – Indigo Destination Game Changer. These two documents share a single
objective to grow Indigo Shire’s economy. While the Tourism Strategy considers tourism development, industry
development, marketing and visitor servicing, the two key areas where the Economic Development Strategy and Tourism
Strategy align are: • Maintaining strong and vibrant town centres • Investment attraction
Rutherglen • Capitalise on wine tourism, nature activation including cycle, waterways and food/craft beer, and activate
supporting accommodation and retail sectors • Rutherglen Economic Revitalisation Project • Heavy Vehicle Deviation
https://www.indigoshire.vic.gov.au/Council/Council-documents/Plans-and-strategies/Economic-Development-Strategy

2020 – 2025 Strategic Plan
(Winemakers of Rutherglen)

Currently in development.

Regional Plans
EXISTING STRATEGY/PLAN
Victoria’s High Country DMP
2013-2021

SUMMARY
Priority Project 3: Food, Wine and Beer Industry Innovation
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(Tourism North East)

Tourism North East Three-Year
Strategy

SUMMARY
The food, wine and beer market is changing rapidly, so it is essential that the High Country offering continues to evolve and
innovate in order to meet consumer demand. This project looks to drive innovation across the region’s key food, wine and beer
tourism offering to ensure that it is engaging, contemporary and experiential, and appealing to the Lifestyle Leader market. As
such, this is largely a product development project, that may result in the implementation of associated infrastructure, and will
need committed marketing and promotion to capture a leadership position in this space.
Vision: For the High Country to lead innovation in the food, wine and beer space, creating a competitive differentiator that drives
tourism related visitation and yield opportunities throughout the region.
Aim: To drive innovation across the region’s key food, wine and beer offering to ensure that it is engaging, contemporary and
experiential, and appealing to the Lifestyle Leader market
• Looking at wine tourism alone, even small gains in this space can deliver considerable benefits, with the market in Victoria
worth $1.04 billion12. The State attracts nearly 1.6 million domestic wine visitors per year, with 49% of this market staying
overnight and generating 3.2 million visitor nights13. As for international visitors, research shows that ‘great food, wine and
local cuisine’ is now a major factor in holiday decision making, ranking third ahead of ‘world class beauty’ and ‘natural
environments’.
• Mentioned is the Rutherglen Economic Revitalisation Project being led by Indigo Shire Council.
• The focus of the region’s marketing efforts is the intrastate market, primarily targeting Melbourne followed by regional
Victoria, as it is the largest and most valuable in terms of visitor spend. This approach also places the High Country in a good
position to leverage Visit Victoria’s own intrastate efforts, maximising marketing spend and impact. Consideration will also be
given to how campaigns can be extended most effectively into interstate markets like NSW to capitalise on existing visitation
from these traditionally longer-stay and yielding markets.
Customer segments
Lifestyle Leaders is the lead consumer segment for the North East, accounting for 40% of its visitor market. Lifestyle Leaders are
progressive, educated and professional individuals who actively seek out new experiences. They enjoy an active social life and
have extensive social networks in which they are viewed as trusted advisors and influencers of others. They are higher in affluence
and discretionary expenditure than the average Australian, so travel frequently and spend more when traveling.
The High Country primarily focuses on Lifestyle Leaders as their propensity to travel, experience new things and consider multiple
destinations when they travel means that there is a strong ability to influence them with focused and motivating marketing
communications and effective product development. Furthermore, the size of the segment and the yield it can drive within region
through its higher natural spend also defines it as the most valuable market with the potential to drive greatest return on
investment.
While the food and drinks category has long driven tourism growth in the region, it must continue to evolve in order to maintain
relevance and meet the needs of the changing consumer market, which is where TNE focuses its supply and demand side tourism
efforts.
Regional Trends, Challenges and Considerations Awareness Inhibiting Winery Tourism Growth
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SUMMARY
Consumer segmentation research34 has identified that the primary factor limiting wine tourism in the High Country is a lack of
awareness of the region. Underlying the lack of understanding is that North East Victoria is not first thought of as a wine region.
These findings are consistent with research commissioned across other product pillars that points to the need for sustained
marketing investment to address issues associated with awareness and remove barriers inhibiting winery tourism growth.
Holistic Regional Appeal
In terms of the High Country winery tourism proposition, there is widespread positivity about the offer as it is favourably
associated with being less commercialised, down to earth and authentic. However, when looking at motivators to visit and
partake in winery tourism, the regional story is just as important as the wineries and cellar doors themselves, with 62% of the
target market attracted to the region ahead of a specific winery or wine18. This provides a key insight for market and product
development efforts in terms of the need for positioning the winery tourism experience within the broader regional context.
Victorian Wine Product Pillars
While the diversity of the Victorian wine offering is seen as a state strength, it also poses a challenge for marketing efforts. In
response, Wine Victoria has looked to elevate product heroes considered competitive differentiators for the State to provide
focus for tourism efforts in domestic and international markets. It has defined five wine tourism pillars that aim to bring together
premium food and wine experiences, with two of them being in the High Country – Prosecco Road in the King Valley and the
Fortifieds Resurgence in Rutherglen. With State and Federal backing, there is now a concerted effort to build Victoria’s profile in
association with these products, which presents a strong opportunity for the High Country in relation to its winery tourism efforts.
Consistency of message and activities between the State, region and associated GIs will be central to optimising outcomes in this
space, as well ensuring that the tourism experience on the ground effectively supports State positioning.

Quantum Market Research (2017) Victoria’s High Country Wine Regions - Wine Tourism Segmentation Final Report. Tourism North East, Beechworth.
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State Plans
EXISTING STRATEGY/PLAN
Victorian Visitor Economy
Recovery and Reform Roadmap
Nov 2020

SUMMARY
In late 2020, following the Regional Tourism Review and the devastating impacts of the 2019/2020 bushfires and
COVID-19, Tourism, Events and Visitor Economy (TEVE)'s Visitor Economy Recovery and Reform Plan (the VERRP) was
developed to guide not only the tourism sector recovery in Victoria and the response for strategic tourism reform, but
to establish the policy framework for the public and private sector investment required to strengthen and position the
tourism sector in Victoria for long term success. 35
The funded VERRP supply side delivery Tourism Infrastructure Program (TIP) initiatives from the November 2020
Victorian Budget include:
• Flagship Projects - $120.63 million
• Small-Scale Shovel-Ready Projects / Regional Tourism Investment Fund – Stimulus Round - $50 million
• Enabling Tourism Fund - $10 million
• Regional Tourism Investment Fund - $100 million
The objectives of the program are:
• To increase visitation to Victoria, including dispersal to regional Victoria
• To increase visitor yield by developing and delivering strategic tourism infrastructure projects
• To leverage private sector investment including through strengthening public tourism infrastructure
• To deliver prioritised and strategic tourism infrastructure projects on time, within budget and to agreed
specifications
• To drive new jobs and investment across Victoria for the tourism sector
• The suite of projects within the program aim to achieve the following medium-term outcomes:
• Increased visitation
• Broadened and improved offering for visitor experiences
• Increased direct and indirect economic impact and yield
• Strengthened strategic experience product pillars
• Improved positive, social and cultural impacts
• Reduced negative environmental impacts and improved accessibility
Project Pipeline

35

REPORT: Tourism Infrastructure Program (Flagship Projects) Program Guidelines
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The Victorian Visitor Economy
Strategy 2015

Understanding visitor regional
dispersal in Victoria – Deloitte
2019

SUMMARY
• In late 2020, TEVE collaborated with Visit Victoria, Victorian Tourism Industry Council, Regional Tourism Board’s
(and other relevant tourism entities), Regional Development Victoria, Local Government Authority’s, Creative
Victoria, Agriculture Victoria, Office of Suburban Development, Parks Victoria, Sport & Recreation Victoria,
Department Environment Water Land Planning and various private sector entities, to establish an extensive
tourism investment project pipeline with over 400 projects across the state totalling more than $3 billion. Now
established, the Victorian State-wide Tourism Project Pipeline (STPP) will be ongoing and dynamic, aiming to serve
as the single source of truth for tourism projects seeking funding.
https://djpr.vic.gov.au/significant-projects/visitor-economy-recovery-and-reform-plan
The Victorian Government commissioned a review of Victoria's visitor economy in March 2015. The government's
objectives for supporting the growth and sustainability of the tourism, events and visitor economy sector have
subsequently been outlined in the plan.
This Strategy sets a goal of increasing visitor spending to $36.5 billion by 2025 and identifies nine priorities to achieve
this ambitious goal: • More private sector investment • Build on the potential of regional and rural Victoria • Improved
branding and marketing • Maximising the benefits of events • Improved experiences for visitors from Asia • Better
tourism infrastructure • Improved access into and around Victoria • Skilled and capable sector • More effective
coordination.
Vision and Goal Victoria: will have a diverse range of outstanding experiences that attracts more visitors and drives
jobs and investment across the state.

Industry and governments are working together on clear strategies to increase the number of visitors, yield, dispersal
and visitor satisfaction.
https://business.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0008/1518587/Victorian-Visitor-Economy-Strategy.pdf
In 2017, there were 50 million visitor trips (including day trips) who spent a total of 53 million nights in regional
Victoria. This represents 63% of all visits and 39% of all nights in Victoria. Of these visitors, 84% were traveling for
leisure. The leisure visitor market saw year on year growth of 10% in trips between 2016 and 2017.
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Victorian Wine Industry
Development Strategy 20172021

SUMMARY
Two thirds of all leisure visitors to destinations in regional Victoria are domestic visitors on day trips, followed by
intrastate overnight visitors (28%) then interstate overnight visitors (5%). Interstate and intrastate overnight visitors
were responsible for 72% of all spending in regional Victoria.
International overnight visitors, while representing only one per cent of leisure visitors to regional Victoria, are high
yielding. They represent 4% of visitor expenditure (or $668 per trip) and grew at an average 9% per annum over the
five years to 2017.
• Recommendations for increasing visitation in regional Victoria include:
• Tell them what’s on offer
• Demystify time and distance
• Put the pieces of the journey together
https://business.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0005/1866668/Understanding_Visitor_Regional_Dispersal_in_Victoria.
pdf
Victoria’s wine industry contributes $7.6 billion to our state economy and directly employs nearly 13,000 people. Many
of these jobs are in regional Victoria. Victoria has more cellar doors than any other state, creating opportunities for
visitors to experience our diverse and authentic quality wine experiences across the state and contribute to the
liveability and vibrancy of our regions.
The Australian and Victorian wine industry has experienced declining profitability over the last decade, mostly owing
to the global wine surplus and persistently low prices.
The Victorian wine industry is well placed for an exciting future because: • Victorian wine styles are on trend with
consumers • many of Victoria’s iconic cellar doors are within easy reach of Melbourne’s key visitor destinations •
Victoria has a point of difference and competitive advantage in wine export markets in its cooler climate and
alternative varieties • Victoria’s fuller bodied wines are highly sought after as wines for every occasion by emerging
Asian markets • Victoria is well placed to capture export growth opportunities in new and reinvigorated markets •
online sales and digital marketing can showcase Victoria’s many boutique producers to wider markets • Victoria
produces a broad range of wine styles across a range of price points in unique and diverse geographic settings.
http://winevictoria.org.au/documents/Wine-Industry-Strategy.pdf
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Accessible Tourism – it’s your
business

SUMMARY
Making changes to the way you do business can provide more visitors with the same opportunity to find out about,
visit, use or participate in Victorian tourism. One in five people has a disability and 8 billion dollars per year is spent on
Australian tourism by travellers with a disability. But the market for accessible tourism is much broader than people
with a disability. Older people, parents with prams and overseas travellers can all benefit from improved information,
more accessible buildings and a flexible approach to providing customer service. Tourism businesses are the primary
audience of the Tourism Accessibility Resource Kit
https://business.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0007/1543705/Tourism_Accessibility_Digital.pdf

Food and Fibre Strategy 2016

As Australia's largest food and fibre exporter, Victoria accounts for 28 per cent of Australian food and fibre exports.
Improving infrastructure, supporting regional communities, and helping small to medium businesses in the sector
reduce costs while finding new ways to innovate are key parts of our strategy, with one of the goals to support growth
in food and wine tourism, and collective marketing.
https://djpr.vic.gov.au/priority-industries-sectors/food-and-fibre

Growing Cycling Tourism in
Victoria Research Report 2015

The plan evaluates the prevalence of and potential for cycling tourism in the state and outlined key strategies for
growing Victoria’s position as the leading Australian state for cycling tourism. The diversity of natural settings on offer
(ranging from stunning coastal roadways through to diverse mountain and forest trails and everything in between)
suggests that Victoria is a premium setting for cycling tourism. There was one standout destination in Victoria for
cycling tourism – the Great Ocean Road. This again highlights the opportunity for showcasing the potential for cycling
tourism in other regional destinations.
https://www.tra.gov.au/Archive-TRA-Old-site/Research/View-all-publications/All-Publications/Destination-VisitorSurvey-results/Strategic-regional-research-reports/growing-cycling-tourism-in-victoria
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Visitor Economy Recovery
Submission 2.0

Victoria relies on its capital city to power the state’s tourism performance. Melbourne has long been an international
destination of choice in Australia, offering a major events calendar packed with sporting, cultural and live performance,
and an exciting location for significant business events. This has been Melbourne’s destination DNA for decades, and
all three of these features are under threat due to COVID-19.
The importance of our major iconic regional attractions, the Twelve Apostles, the Penguin Parade and Sovereign Hill
amongst others, should not be downplayed with their significant ability to drive future visitation to Melbourne and
encourage wide regional dispersal.
The aim must be on developing a better and stronger product offering post the crises, recognising that full recovery is
very likely to take three years at best, and out to five years at worst, as market demand changes in post pandemic
waves, shifting from intrastate to interstate and eventually to international.
As the tourism and events industry looks to the future, we understand that a full recovery for our sector may be 3-5
years away. To move from surviving to thriving, we will require sustained support to ensure that our products and
experiences evolve to meet the needs of post-COVID consumers.
https://www.vtic.com.au/public/123/files/VTIC%20Visitor%20Economy%20Recovery%20Submission%202021.pdf
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